MERCHANDISING

The Golden Rules of
Visual Merchandising
By Alexandra Roach

T

he term ‘visual merchandising’ may
sound a bit silly, but it is an important
element to a successful business. It’s just
a fancy term referring to the promotion
of goods through attractive and engaging
product displays designed to encourage
the sale of a product or service.
‘Visual merchandising’ doesn’t just refer
to a special promotional display; it refers to
the presentation of an entire store. The way
you display your magazines, newspapers,
greeting cards, gifts, stationery and
other product lines is important. If your
stationery range is arranged higgledypiggledy with no sense of organisation
— function, colour, brand — it is unlikely to
draw the customer’s eye, nor inspire them
to open their wallets.
While some newsagents receive visits
from professional merchandisers from
publishers and greeting card companies,
many don’t. But don’t stress: while product
presentation is important, any retailer
can create an effective, attractive product
display.

THE BASICS
Remember that many shoppers are bored,
killing time or on their lunchbreak. You
need to grab their attention from amongst
the haze of visual ‘noise’ from other
retailers.
First things first: your entire store should
be clean and neatly presented. Make sure
your magazines are tidy and well-ordered,
and there is signage denoting which
‘category’ of magazine the customer is
looking at (such as “Women’s Interest”).
The same goes for your newspapers,
greeting cards, giftware and other product
lines.
Special visual merchandising displays
can be presented on a table, on a gondola,
rack or in a custom shelving unit. You may
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have signage or posters or use a key colour
— such as red — to catch the eye. Group
like with like, using a feature such as colour,
size or texture to format your display, such
as structuring your display around the
height of the objects, with the tallest at the
back, graduating to the shortest items in
front.

of popular or seasonal merchandise
outside your store (or in the middle of
the front entranceway, if you have a wide
enough doorway). For example, those
parents with children in Year 12 may be
drawn to a stand of HSC study guides. It
is also a good position to place books and
calendars.

USE YOUR SPACE
EFFECTIVELY

SIGNAGE

You may have a large store, or a smaller
store with not a lot of free floor space.
Whatever you have, you must use this area
to its best potential. Don’t fill up all your
floor space with display tables; customers
won’t buy when they can’t move.
If you are able to, set up a table or stand

Don’t forget the power of simply labelling
a category of something with signage,
like you already no doubt have in your
greeting card and magazine sections. To a
customer in a hurry, or on a very specific
‘mission’, it is appreciated. And never
underestimate the power of a well-placed
“SALE” sign!

MERCHANDISING

DON’T OVERWHELM WITH
TOO MANY DISPLAYS
Don’t overload customers with so
many displays they can’t see the actual
products. Take the size of your store into
account; a large store may be able to
carry several major displays at once, but
a smaller store may only want to focus on
a couple.

DON’T LEAVE YOUR
DISPLAYS UP TOO LONG

HOLIDAY AND ‘SPECIAL
EVENT’ DISPLAYS
Holiday seasons or special events — from
Christmas to the football finals — make for
great product displays. Group a selection
of related stock together — some boxed
Christmas cards, decorations, candy
canes, gifts (such as plush toy reindeer
or Christmas-themed jewellery) and a
Christmas tree — but don’t pile everything
you have in there unless it remains neat
and attractive and will not fall in a heap as
soon as someone touches it.
For Halloween, an event experiencing
ever-increasing popularity in Australia, a
themed display featuring black and orange
streamers, wrapped lollies (for people to
give out to trick-or-treaters on Halloween
night), decorations such as jack-o-lanterns,

spider webs and witches, scary masks,
wigs, vampire teeth and other related
costumes and decorations you have in
stock could be a good idea.

If you leave a display up for too long,
customers will become blind to it. Keep
things fresh by mixing things up a bit:
change your main displays around at least
every week or two, or you may have one
visual merchandising arrangement for
weekdays and another for the weekend,
when your customer flow is likely to be
different.

ENCOURAGE POINT OF
SALE MAGAZINE IMPULSE
BUYS

KEEP TRACK OF WHAT
WORKS... AND WHAT
DOESN’T

Display a few of your best-selling and upand-coming titles at or near the counter; it
captures the attention of regular readers
seeking their favourite magazine and also
the casual shopper likely to impulse buy.
Every newsagency is different: you know
what your best-selling titles are. Sales of
Frankie and Famous, food-related titles
including the phenomenally successful
MasterChef Magazine and Unique Cars are
on the increase nationwide.

Keep a record of your visual merchandising
campaigns: taking photos is an easy way
to do this. Note down the campaign dates
and its effectiveness: your customers
may respond well to one type of giftware
display, for example, and not to another.
Take note as to what draws their eye while
in-store; what do they stop to look at?
Remember: if something doesn’t work,
don’t be disheartened, just try something
else!
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